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Tfrc figlxes in AE margln itldiete full m.arlcs

': 1. n+ml^rJ^-,1 i..
against:iH#;T#rJff LiilF#
with the ho:izonfal urith A in the gr;"rri, ;"
a man w_eighing gO0 N, reaches a point 2,2 tnfrom A, the ladder is c.tout to;Un-. AS;;;

-_ that t]le coeficiient of frictio, Ura*..* ELladder and t}le warl is 02, d.t rm;;' ;;
@efficient.of friction between tlre ladde, ;;the floor. ..

' 2. (a) In the four_bar mechanism ABCD as
shown in Fig. I below, d.t";;t th;
force P for equilibrium . ::: :- tO. * .

Fig. I
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tF. Itar-

pina tne forces in member\ BD, BE and ' s

DE of the tmss as shown in Fig. 2

Fig, 2.

3. (a) A gq$ weigbing 300 kN fires a 5 kN
projectile with a, velocity of 300 m/s;
With what velocity will the gun recoil? If
the'recoil is oveicorre by an aveiage
forc.e of 600. kl.t; how far will the gu5r
travel? How long wiU it d:? : 10

(bl Mt opgn.belt ruaning over two pulleys
2;4 wt arrd .60. cm diameter connects .' tryA parallel ,sha.fts' 3 m apart and '

transmits 3:75 kW from the smater
;rpulley that rotates at 300 r.p,f,.

Coefficient of friction between the betrt
and the pulley is 0'3, a:ed the safe
working tension is 100 N/cm width.
Determine O.t&rc rninimum width of the
belt and fitl initiaf belt tension. 10
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4. The internal and external dirameters of a
thick hollow cylinder are g cm and 12 cm
respectively. It is subjected to an external
pressure of 4ON/"*; when the internal f
pressure is 120 N/im2,. Calculate the hoop
stress at the external and internal surfaces,
and determine the radial and hoop stresses
at the mean radius. 2A

5. (a) Find the deflection at the ceirtre of a
simply supported beam of sparr I
carrying a yndoryly distributed load of
w per.uni! run over the whole span.
Assuhe uniform flexuiallrigrdity, 10

(b) The principal tensile stresses at a point
across two perpendicular planes' are
80 l)I-mm-2 a:rd 40 N-mm-2..Fihd on a
plane at 2O' with the major principal
plane-
(t) the normal stress; t

. (u) the tangential stress;
(iii) the resultant stress and rls

obliquity. 3+J+4=1[+

6. (a) DiScqss the different sources and areas
of heat generation during metal cutting. 1O

I

,(b) \Mhat db you understand
hrachinability, and
index?

I2T-lOOl72B
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4. The internal and external d.iameters of a
thick hollow rylinder are g cm ald 72 cm
respectiveiy. It is subjected to an external
pressure of 4O N/cm2 when the internal
pressure is 120 N/;rn2. Calculate the hoop
stress at the externhl and internal surfaces,
and determine the radial ald hoop stresses
at the mean radius.

5. (a) Find the deflection at the centre of a
simply suliported beam of span I
canying a gniforuly.distributed load of
u) per uni! run over the whole span.
Assume uniform flexufal rigtdity, l0

(b) The principat tensile stresses at a point
across two perpendicular planes are
80 N-mm-2 

^rra.+O 
N-mm-2. Fihd on a

plane at 20o with the m4jor principal
plaIIt-
(t) the norrrral stress;
(u) the tangential stress;
(w) the resultarlt stress ard iis

obiiquity. 3+f,+4= 1[*.

6. (a) Discqss the different sources and areas
of heat generation during metal cutting. 10
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,(b) What do you understald
hrachinability, and
index?
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(c) Deduce a mathematical expredsion for 
, -. .,

<*rip thjcto:ess ratio. - 
. .5.

. .:
7. (o) Discuss tl.e need of non_conventional . ]-'- machining methods with refererro i"

some sfe;ific examples. 
,(b) With a neat sketch, eaplain the 1.,. mechsrism of,rqaterial removal in ECM. lO 

_ 
=,

8. (q) Elcplain, witJ: a neat sketch, the
'six-point location, prinJpte of focatirrg;
vrorkpiece.

{b) 3r."r*lo9 use oalase.s and plasmas 
10

in:difierent fields of application. 10

9. .pse two-phsse simf{ex method to
ilrlaxmiz.e Z = 3x, +2x2 +,2x"

subject to the constraints
5x, + 7x2 +4xs SZ

_4xr+Vxr+Sx, >_2
3x, +4x2 _AX1Z #. where. x1t x2r x3 all > O 20

10. (a) Exphin-the basic principles underlying
the various .control charts. lO

(b) Dissuss ABC analysis principle as used
in production engineering. 10
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